
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I ____________________ by instalments.1. (shall/pay)shall have to pay

He ______________________ where they were.2. (past/not/ask)did not have to ask

______________________________________ to wide possibilities, while
she wants a daughter to run messages and arrange the flowers?
3.

(what/Mrs Mallison/would/say/?)

What would Mrs Mallison have to say

This was most delightful, as Charley could have far more comfort living in
this way than in a boarding-house; and the rest of the children
____________________________ up by the leg to the bedposts, because
their noise disturbed other people.

4.

(would/passive/not/tie)
would not have to be tied

A man ________________________ into a stupor in order to rest.5.
(not/sink)

does not have to sink

Remember, in estimating the size of your plant for light, heat, and power,
that it ______________________ big enough to use all the devices at one
time.

6.

(not/be)
does not have to be

It was much better for both of them that she _____________________ the
task.
7.

(past/not/perform)
had not to perform

If it was a matter of helping Mombleux with a translation,
____________________________ to the office, where everyone could see
her and know that he had had to ask for her help?

8.

(why/she/should/go/?)
why should she have to go

I don't wonder he is in love with our ranch, but we
_____________________ it to him because he wants it, do we?
9.

(not/sell)don't have to sell

He knew what he ____________.10. (past/do)had to do

To travel post in your arm-chair-a very pleasant and a very profitable way
of travelling, as you __________________ for the horses and postilions, and
are not knocked to pieces by continental roads.

11.

(not/pay)
have not to pay

Elizabeth ____________ content with that.12. (past/be)had to be
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You are so carried away by the dramatic emotion, the action, and the
scene, that you _______________________ how to sing the words.
13.

(not/think)
do not have to think

I made all of you a proposal and I _____________________ you how
serious it is or how serious Lili and I are about it.
14.

(not/tell)
don't have to tell

For example, I __________________________ to read and write.15.
(past/not/relearn)

did not have to relearn

We ____________________ it some time, and we might as well do it
now.
16.

(should/do)
should have to do

You ________________ for the jump of the muzzle.17. (allow)have to allow

Further we __________________ this curious fact.18. (observe)have to observe

But the clerk _________________________ on my account; I was
restless, slept but little, kept a close lookout, and when the whistle blew for
Grafton, I was up and on deck in about a minute.

19.

(past/not/bother)

did not have to bother

He _______________ it as he climbed.20. (past/build)had to build
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